Performing Arts

Our girls have the opportunity to study the performing arts throughout their high school years.

Our results and productions in the Performing Arts are of a consistently high standard and are a testament to the rigour with which these arts are instructed.

Dance

Dance is taught as an elective subject in Years 9 to 12 with talented students opting to take their study to a tertiary level.

Our Dance program contains Junior and Senior Dance Ensembles, a Dance Company and several specialist dance groups such as Hip Hop, Acrobatics and Musical Theatre ensembles.

Students in Years 7 and 8 can also participate in dance ensembles.

Drama

Drama is taught as an elective subject in Years 9 to 12 with individual and group works being nominated for the HSC Onstage program.

Our Drama program includes skill based workshops in areas such as improvisation, clowning and physical theatre.

Drama productions are created to meet the individual talents of students as the need arises for extension. Our students are often selected for state drama camps and ensembles.
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Music

Music is taught in Year 7 and as an elective subject in Years 8 to 12. Students have the opportunity to study Music 1, Music 2 or Extension Music for the HSC.

Outstanding music students have performed at the Opera House as part of the Encore HSC program.

Our Music program is complemented by the Burwood Ensemble Program and a middle school choir which regularly performs at school assemblies.

A large number of students participate in a variety of state ensembles.

'Involvement in Performing Arts is confidence building, gives me the chance to develop friendships with older students and the opportunity to create music with other girls.'

Charlie - Year 8, band member.

Special Events

Our school presents five showcase evenings and one annual Variety Night.

Our students are invited to perform at community events that include Anzac Day ceremonies, Rotary and local council events and primary school celebrations.

Our girls also work with industry professionals while touring nationally and internationally.

Our students are involved in the NSW Schools Spectacular, Regional and State Festivals.
‘Dance helps me stay fit, is enjoyable and fun and gives me the opportunity to learn a variety of dance styles such as jazz, ballet, tap and hip-hop.’
Helena - Year 9